The ecosystem of the Danube Delta covers a
total of about 600,000 hectares of outstanding
natural wetlands, riverine forests and sand
dunes. The Ukrainian part occupies 150,000
hectares.
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The biological richness of the delta can be compared with the most productive ecosystems on
Earth: tropical rain forests and coral reefs. For
example, about 5,000 species of flora and fauna
have been recorded in the Ukrainian part of the
Danube Delta alone!

Project name: “Interpretative Trails on the Ground - Support to the Management of Natural Protected Areas in the Black Sea Region (InterTrails)”

The Danube Biosphere Reserve was established by Presidential Decree № 861/98 of 10.08.1998, upgrading the status of the then "Dunayskiye
Plavni" (Danube Wetlands) Nature Reserve. Its total area covers 50,252.9 hectares.

ST. NIKOLAY SQUARE (Vilkove)
(point 1 on the trail)
The founders and creators of
Vilkove are the Lipovans who fled
the Russian to Turkish (Ottoman)
Empire. The legend tells that in
1746 a group of refugees from the
Russian Empire decided to settle at
this place - where St. Nicholas
Square is situated now.
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The two icons of Apostles St. Peter
and Paul and St. Mary are located
on the island Ochakivskyi. This
place is considered to be sacred to
the local Christians.

FARM-MUSEUM
"QUAKENBURG"
(point 6 on the trail)

“ZERO KILOMETER”
Danube Biosphere Reserve
of National Academy of Science of Ukraine

The delta of the Danube’s
Kiliya branch is the most recently formed part of the
huge delta. Its shoreline is
actually the youngest land in
Europe. The area of the Kiliya Delta expands by up to 2
km² annually, and it grows
out so sea by 0.3 - 34 m per
year.

Growth of the Kiliya Delta from the
19th to 20th Centuries

ORNITHOLOGICAL TOWER (point 16 on the trail)

On 2nd February 1999, the International Coordinating Committee of UNESCO`s Man and Biosphere
Programme incorporated the reserve as part of the World Network of Biosphere Reserves, within the
cross-border Romanian-Ukrainian “Danube Delta” Biosphere Reserve.

MIRACULOUS ICONS
(point 4 on the trail)

MAP OF INTERPRETATIVE TRAIL

PROTECTED SEASIDE
(point 15 on the trail)

European
Fired-bellied
toad (Bombina bombina)
has a bright lime green
dorsal traversed by black spots, and orange to
bright red bellies with black bars and stripes. This
coloration warns that the secret of its skin glands
are very toxic. These toads were previously used
for long term storage of milk. If you put the toad in
dishes with milk, its poison kills lactic acid bacteria.

GREEN STOP "MONASTERY
COURTYARD"

(point 7 on the trail)
Not far away the Old Believers
Monastery of St. Peter and Paul
existed. Now the wooden Chapel
was built covered with reeds. The
ancient channels to former monastery were silted and it is hard to get
there.
GREEN STOP "SALIX"
(point 8 on the trail)
The name of touristic
campaign
"Saliks"
comes from the Latin
name of White willow
(Salix alba),
which is
very common in the Danube Delta.
FISHING STATION
(point 11 on the trail)
Danube herring (Alosa
pontica) is the most important and abundant fish
in catches in the Lower Danube. It is the visiting
card of Vilkove and the Danube Delta. Its commercial catch is one of the most important revenues for local people.
ZERO KILOMETER
(point 14 on the trail)
The "0 km" sign indicates the start of the
River Danube from its
mouth to source. It is
the only monument in
Europe that is regularly moved as the
Danube Delta grows
out towards the sea.

The Danube Delta has been designated as a wetland
of international importance, in particular because it is
situated on one of the most important bird migration
routes in the Western Palearctic. Furthermore, many
species of birds use the area as wintering or breeding
grounds.
Over 281 species of birds have been seen in the Danube Biosphere Reserve (of which 64 species are
listed in the Red Data Book of Ukraine).
GREEN TOURISTIC
COMPLEX "PELICAN"
(point 19 on the trail)
On the territory of the touristic complex there is the
world's only monument of
the Danube herring.
Bilgorodske Mouth is the
BILGORODSKE
main water street of the
MOUTH
city. The network of small
(point 20 on the trail)
channels and narrow canals - "eriks" branch from
it. Local people built “high
coasts” between water and
a house. Wooden bridges
– sidewalks – are laid
along the canal-eriks. At
the crossing of two or more
channels humpback bridges were built.

